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CHAPTER I
THE PURPOSE AND PLAN OF THE STUDY
THE PROBLEM
Whatever the degree of excellence of the democratic set-
ting of life... some children are handicapped in the enjoyment
of its blessings. In a democracy every effort will be made
to coianter-balance these handicaps by providing for all chil-
dren, as nearly as possible, an equal opportunity in life and
in the pursuit of happiness."^
Authorities claim that from five to ten per cent of our
p
children are speech handicapped to an important degree, and that
3
about five per cent have a hearing defect. Many large cities
throughout the nation have recognized this fact and have made pro-
visions for the treatment and education of these handicapped
children. Speech correction has long been an integral part of the
curriculum in many of our schools, and hearing conservation is
rapidly growing in our more progressive school systems.
In addition to the school programs, many states have
speech and hearing clinics, prevention programs, teacher training
^Report Committee. The Democratic Credo, White House Conference
on Children in a Democracy
.
The Century Company, New York, 1940, p. 5
^Wendell Johnson, Speech Handicapped School Children , Harper
and Brothers, New York, 1948, p. XI
%allowell Davis, Hearing and Deafness
.
A Guide for Laymen
.
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2programs, and planned services for parent education. To what extent
the New England States have accepted the responsibility for the
treatment and education of her speech and hearing handicapped
children is not known.
Statement of The Problem . This st\idy is an attempt to
develop and refine an instrment which will be used in the fall of
1949 in a surv^ of New England:
1. to determine the extent and natixre of existing services for
the speech and hearing handicapped.
2. to obtain data on the number of hearing handicaps, and the
number and types of speech handicaps.
3. to investigate the training of the instructors of the
speech and hearing handicapped.
JUSTIFICATION
At the Fifth Annual New England Speech Association Confer-
ence held in Boston on November 26, 1948, the Conunittee on the Ad-
vancement of Speech Education set up a sub-committee ”...to under-
take the compilation of available services for the speech and
hearing handicapped in New England".^ A review of research reveals
that although no comprehensive inquiry form dealing with the speech
and hearing handicapped is available, some data has been published.
For example, a report prepared by the White House Conference on
^New England Speech Association Spring Bulletin, May, 1949
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Child Health and Protection^ in 1930 gives an estimate of the niamber
of children in the United States v/ith defective speech and hearing.
In order to gather this information, elaborate questionnaires were
sent out to boards of education in the larger cities of the United
2States. The findings were that there are approximately 1,000,000
children so defective in speech as to require remedial treatment
5
and training, and more than 5,000,000 children have definite hear-
ing defects.
One of the most important portions of the report consists
of recommendations for follow-up work."^ The Committee stressed the
need of extension of school speech and hearing clinic facilities,
both in urban and rural districts; the need for the understanding
of what is meant by speech and hearing hygiene; the need for fur-
therance of ways and means of caring for speech and hearing defect-
ives by school administrators and teachers; the need for providing
teacher-training facilities in this field of education; and the
need for further researches as to causes, conditions, prevention,
and treatment of various types of speech and hearing defects.
^Committee on Special Classes. Special Education; The Handi-
capped and the Gifted, Vilhite House Conference on Child Health and
Protection
,
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4Recent researcn indicates that progress is being made in
respect to these recommendations.^ The present trend in programs
of speech hygiene and therapy is to train the classroom teacher to
assume the responsibility of speech hygiene with her pupils in order
to enable her to correct minor speech defects and to aid in the
prevention and development of speech disorders. It is the responsi-
bility then of the speech specialist to take the serious clinic
problems.
State departments have made rapid progress in passing
regulations for hearing and otological surveys. Three states, New
York, Massachusetts, and Oklahoma have appointed an audiometer
counselor.^
Another type of speech survey was reported made ty Mills
and Streit^ during the school year of 1940-1941 in the schools of
Holyoke, Massachusetts. By means of individual conferences held
during regular school hoxirs, all children old enoijgh to read were
tested in both reading and spontaneous speech, while, for the
younger children, pictures, charts, and games were used to elicit
^Sarah Stinchfield-Hawk. "The Speech Handicapped"
,
Review of
Educational Research ^ 1944, Vol. XI, No. 5, pp. 305—310, June, 1941
n
Christine Ingham. "The Auditorily and the Speech Handicapped",
Review of Educational Research , Vol. XI, No. 3, p. 300, June, 1941
3
Alice W. Mills and Helen Streit. "Report of a Speech Survey,
Holyoke, Massachusetts", Journal of Speech Disorders , Vol. 7,
pp. 161-168, June, 1942
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speech patterns representative of all speech somds.
In 1947, the New England Speech Association undertook an
exhaustive survey of the status of speech throijghout New England.
This is a long-range research program, reqiiiring a minimum of four
years for its completion.^ Dviring 1947 and 1948 the Committee on
the Advancement of Speech, by means of the questionnaire sxirvey,
secured objective data on the status of speech within the element-
ary, secondary, and post-secondary schools. Two significant find-
ings were made, first, that there is need for remedial speech in
the school curriculum, as expressed hy a large majority of the
2
schools reporting, and second, that the training for teachers of
remedial speech in the state is meager.^
A sw)plement to the above report is the data compiled l:y
C. Paul Quimby, Jr.,“^ who made a questionnaire survey of the second-
ary schools of Massachusetts. This study shows that, in general,
remedial speech plays a minor role in the speech education of the
better, written by Edmund A. Cortez, Chairman on Advancement of
Speech in New England, to Headmasters and Principals of Elementary
and Secondary Schools in New England, dated January 8, 1948
^Edmund A. Cortez. Condensed Report to the Association, Survey
of the Status of Speech in the New England Elementary and Secondary
Schools, November 29, 1947.
^Edmund A. Cortez. Condensed Report to the Association, Sxirvey
of the Status of Speech in the New England Post-Secondary Educa-
tional Institutions, November 27, 1948.
'^Pavil C. Quimby, Jr. "A Survey of Speech Education in Secondary
Schools of Massachusetts", Unpublished Master of Education Thesis,
Boston University, 1947, pp. 9-10
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6secondary schools in Massachusetts,
In an interview with Mr. Philip Cashman, Supervisor of
Special Education in Massachusetts, the writer was informed that
some data on the speech and hearing handicapped has recently been
compiled by him, although the returns were incomplete. By means of
a questionnaire form sent to superintendents throughout the state,
Mr. Cashman elicited information on (l) the number of children re-
ceiving speech correction and lip reading instruction, (2) the
number and length of periods per week devoted to this instruction,
(3) the number of instructors engaged in this work, and (4) whether
or not the training of these instructors is adequate.
Mr. Cashman referred the writer to Miss Margaret McDonald
of the Massachusetts Department of Public Health for information
concerning the number and types of speech handicaps in the school
population of the state. An interview with Miss McDonald revealed
that she knew nothing about the speech handicapped school children
in the state, other than those referred to the Division of Child
Health. These children are given speech training approximately
once a month in hospital clinics throughout the state by a speech
correctionist employed by the Massachusetts Department of Public
Health. It was learned that Dr. Philip Johnson, of the Division
of Maternal and Child Health, Massachusetts Department of Public
Health, is the audiometric counselor in Massachusetts. Dr. Johnson
has devised "The Massachusetts Hearing Test", a pure-tone group
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loxd-cxiJ. bnr zJjJ ni ei^^doindsni Io if-'dtx'n f rid (S)
.sdnrnofjB ex aiodoxid^ni aesdd Ic nxni^id sxid don 10
blxr.'oCloJw deic^i^'ii aei.V. cd ladiii? o/id f^/ene'iei nxr.aic^O .if*,
noideicrolcl 10I £.dl^aH f>l£dtj^ Ic dnsafdiPosG eddeennof^aci'*^ arid Io
Joc/fD-"* odd nx eqenlofirn i.r>e9r:3 Io esq'\.J ct'--. isdrxxn arid *xjxni©onoo
baXravoi M^oGoL eoxk: i.dJiR woivi-dnl nA . .d;de add Io noidzlvcoc
nj’ihlldo loot-.oz bsqqeainnjExl zlooocs orid dnods j/riddcn wen^ er> d-.iJ
bdirlO lo ncxciiviQ add od bsnelei SBcdd niifi'd lorido ,®dxd 3 end ni
^Isdfifflixo'rqq.w j^inxHid rioMsqn navi' 'nr nt'i; iiao ee^nT .ddXe<©H
jiOaaca n adpde arid dnoi{i;imnd I"dxc2 ori r;x ridnoc r ©-rno
oiidn'I Io drrS'.dirqBd eddaenriodenej. and 'jci be'colqr^ d£ inoidoonco
add lo .ctcenrlcu .ft ilid' ,iC dand £>0f:iiV3i jjew dl .rldXiv&H
oiJc/rq Jo dr.oiTdacc^C .idjdf r/r.aerr.ak'. ,.;dl£?ri olirlO fxM laaiodsK Io
noardoi, .t1 . idd€»«umodi-e£*fl ni loXa^nr/oo d1*jdoneinn c sr.'d si ,ddlxf>il
cncia ancd-sTTjq £ ^''deeT gniiroK eddernnosaonif. sriT” bo-Uvst e.rl
7audiometric test^ that has proven very successful due to the accuracy
of resiolts, ease of scoring, and flexibility of operation.
An analysis of data already made available fcy research and
information elicited from two different state agencies indicates
that no specific information exists concerning the services availa-
ble for the speech and hearing handicapped in New England, In this
fact lies the importance of developing a suitable instrument for
obtaining the necessary information.
THE SCOPE
Since there are various kinds of services for the speech
and hearing handicapped provided by many types of institutions, the
only feasible way of obtaining the desired information is ly means
of an inquiry form survey. It is necessary that the inquiry form
be comprehensive to the degree of collecting the essential data.
The method of refining the instrument involves (l) submitting it
to leaders of speech and hearing education in New England for sug-
gestions and criticisms, and (2) subjecting it to an experimental
trial on a sampling of institutions throughout New England to de-
termine its workability.
^P. i/S, Johnson, ”The Massachusetts Hearing Test", The Journal
of the Acoustical Society of America , Vol. 20, No, 5, pp, 697-705,
September, 1948
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8DEFINITIONS OF TEEMS USED
Speech handicapped refers to one whose speech deviates
so far from the speech of other people that it calls attention to
itself, interferes with communication, or causes its possessor to
be maladjusted.^
Hearing handicapped refers to one whose auditory acuity
is reduced to the extent that perception of speech is inadequate
for the individual’s educational, vocational, and social needs.
Kinds of services for the speech and hearing handicapped
include diagnostic and referral services, individual and group
therapy, and parent and teacher education.
Types of institutions which provide services for the
speech and hearing handicapped include public and private elementary,
secondary, and post-secondary schools, schools for the deaf, schools
and societies for the physically handicapped, departments of public
and mental health, public service agencies, hospitals and guidance
clinics.
RECAPITULATION
No exact information exists concerning the services
available in New Er^land for the speech and hearing handicapped.
In order that a group of Boston University students may be able to
^C. VanRiper, Speech Correction , Principles and Methods ,
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make a siarvey of these services in the fall of 1949, it is the
purpose of this study to develop and refine an instrment that will
be suitable for collecting the desirable data. The refinement of
the instrument involves a revision of items after an analysis of




THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE INSTRUMENT
As a third phase in the four-year program of determining
the status of speech in New England, at the Fifth Annual New England
Speech Association Conference held at the Statler Hotel in Boston
on November 26, 1948, a third sub-committee was chosen by the Com-
mittee on the Advancement of Speech Education to obtain informa-
tion on seiTvices in New England for the speech and hearing handi-
capped. Appointed to this Committee were;
Chairman, Dr. Wilbert L. Pronovost, Director of the Speech
Clinic, Boston University.
Dr. Lura Bruce, Director of School Health Services in New
Hampshire.
Ruth Hamilton, Speech Correction Supervisor, Providence,
Rhode Island.
Geraldine Garrison, Supervisor of Speech and Hearing
Services in Connecticut,
Dr. Eleanor Luce, Director of the Speech Clinic, University
of Vermont.
Helen Streeter, Speech Consultant, State Department of
Health and Welfare for the State of Maine,
The first step in the development of the instrument
occurred when Dr, Pronovost drew up a roijgh draft of an inquiry
form at this meeting. (A sample of this tentative form is included
in the Appendix on page 59)
.
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The next step involved submitting this form to each Com-
mittee member for suggestions and criticisms. In addition to the
Committee members, the form was sent to three other leaders in the
field: Uts, Alice Mills, Director of the Speech Clinic, Mount
Holyoke College; Mrs. Margaret Langdon, Executive Director,
Crippled Children and Adults of Rhode Island, Inc.; and Pir. Edmund
Cortez, Department of Speech, University of New Hampshire. Sug-
gestions for changes were received from Mrs. Mills, Miss Garrison,
and Mrs. Langdon. Suggestions offered by Mrs. Langdon came as a
result of a meeting of all the speech correctionists in Rhode
Island, As a result of these suggestions, changes were made in the
form.
The third step involved a careful analysis of each item.
Caution was taken to maintain proper and effective phrasing as well
as proper arrangement of items.
Trying out the instrument on five disinterested persons
constituted the fourth step. In this manner the equivocal nature
of certain items became apparent, and these items were revised.
The fifth step v/as a try-out on a groi:^) very nearly like
the ones to which the final form will be sent eventually. Ten in-
qxairy forms were sent to each of the five sub-committee members in
Connecticut, Maine, New Hampshire, Rhode Island, and Vermont. Each
member was instructed to circulate the forms to the following types
of institutions and people:
•~!>xoO doi.e o& lE-io'l eiini ^n-icfd’l'adx.ra t?vIoTOi aetp. ix&c CiriT
i
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sfli ol 9bj^ eio»: es-^>:no t-inoii<-.9r>$rp saedi ic ij.x'iy'i » aA .fa.T-Inl
.crto'i
.f!Bil i-D£9 lo a-3Yi^nB XiJ'!:j IFO I' i ©vloviii 09i3 uaiiii sriT
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.exuBii lo iaexfift'^iito'i'XB lecoiq a©
RnOf:'i0c J’9ia©T9inl».xb evil nc inarsuvianl orii ii/o 'inivil
D’lAxiPfi lx!0ovix;po axli 'ioirffisa aixii al .qein diTsso'l exli f>'ix*i.jiaccr)
.beriv^'i s’ls'K caiaii oforli bna tineoaqqe airjioed r.xa^ii xrx.-i'ieD 10
e3*xj ‘vlv.'.-on x;iev ci/ons x? uo ii/o-^d e rb« qeia nilil exlT
~nl fteT .'^ILax'dneve ino ' e<i Xixw mvo'i Ixrrxl eiii rloixJvi ci Reno exii
nl aaeOi M,Ti eeiiinmoe-dtxT evil end lo i.oi's oi irrsa •‘‘le^ smvol ^inp
dorS .iffora'ieV bnp ^bnulel eboxo.. .o-tlrfRqGtpH Tfok ^eniBi! ^itroiioenrroO
aecvi ’xii/roIXol srfd oi Rci'tol edi ei- ino tlo c-i beioxxiiSfrx .Rfiq
;9Xcooq or x eroIijjJxiaal lo
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1. public and private elementary and secondary schools and colleges,
2. hospitals and guidance clinics*
3. schools for the deaf,
4. public service agencies.
5. state departments of education, public health, mental health,
and health and welfare.
6. private speech and hearing clinics, private speech correction-
ists, and speech-reading instructors.
7. schools and societies for the physically handicapped.
Each member was encouraged to send one form to an insti-
tution having no such services in order to determine how the form
would be treated in this instance.
Ten inouiry forms were circtolated in Massachusetts by the
writer.
THE VALIDITY OF THE INSTRUMENT
Definition of Validity . The validity of an instr-ument
may be defined as the accuracy with which it measures what it is
interded to raeasiire.^
Establishment of Validity . The foregoing paragraphs ex-
plain the steps followed in an attempt to establish the validity of
the instrument. The fact that the ro\agh draft of the form was
^E. F. Lindquist, A First Course in Statistics . Houghton-fAifflin
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drawn up by one entirely familiar with the field of speech and
hearing helped to insure its validity from the beginning. Further
attempts to validate the inquiry form were made in steps two, three,
four, and five in the development of the instrument. The checks
and balances employed in these steps were suggested by the National
Committee on Research in Secondary Education and recommended by
Koos;^
(a) Very careful formulation and arrangement by the author
in the form to be used,
(b) Submission to some expert for advice and correction.
(c) Try-out on teachers and others not primarily concerned -
disinterested persons,
(d) A try-out of the revised questionnaire on a group as
nearly like the ones to whom it is to be sent as possible.
These try-outs will often show the inaccuracies of the
statements, the equivocal questions, and other undesirable
features that can be corrected before the questionnaire is
actually sent out for replies.
THE RELIABILITY OF THE INSTRUMENT
Definition of Reliability
.
The reliability of an instru-
2
ment indicates how consistently it measures what it does measure.
The reliability of tiiis instrument is established by two methods
3
suggested by Koos:
1. requiring simple types of answers with a minimum of
^Leonard V, Koos. The Questionnaire in Education
.
The Macmillan
Company, New York, 19E8, p. 164
^Lindquist, op . cit .
,
p. 223
^oos, op . cit., p. 164
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variable verbal responses.
E. subjecting each item to the criteria of the ability
and willingness of the person approached to respond.
Internal Analysis for Reliability . Table I below shows the
results of an analysis of the answers required for each question on
the form which was submitted to the sixty institutions. A sample of
this form appears on pages 15 through 22.
TABLE I
TYPES OF ANSWERS REQUIRED FOR EACH QUESTION
Number
1. Simple information 75
2. Variable verbal responses 3
3. Yes or no 35
4. Checking 19
5. Ranking 0
6. Rating ‘ 0
7 . Weighting 0
Since only three questions call for variable verbal responses
the preponderance of questions appear to possess the "definite and
relatively unequivocal character that is highly desirable".^
Application of Two Criteria for Reliability . Table II
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SURVEY OF SERVICES FOR THE SPEECH AND HEARING
HANDICAPPED IN NEVi ENGLAND
I. General Information
Name of school or agency reporting
City or town State County








Are diagnostic and referral services provided for the
A. Speech handicapped? Yes No
B. Hearing handicapped? Yes No
Are remedial services provided for the
A. Speech handicapped? Yes No






IV. Are plans being made to set up a program of services FACT; BOTH
for the speech and/or hearing handicapped? SATISFACTORY
Yes No
V. If the answer to II or III is Yes
,
please indicate the FACT; DOUBT
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VI. Are services available for
A. Group Audiometric test (phono-audiometer)?
Yes No_
B. Group pure tone audiometric testing?
Yes No
C. Individual pure tone audiometric testing?
Yes No
D. Fitting of hearing aids? Yes No
E. Speech reading instruction? Yes No
F. Auditory training? Yes No
Please list the nmber employed as full-time i
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VIII. Have apy speech and/or hearing surveys been conducted in FACT: BOTH
your institution to determine the number of SATISFACTOR
'
A. Speech handicapped? Yes No
B. Hearing handicapped? Yes No
IX. If
of
the answer to VIII is Yes,
the survey below;
please list the results FACT: BOTH
SATISFACTOR
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B. Total population surveyed
C. Date and location of survey
D. Title of person conducting survey
j
X, Please check the folloiring information concerning the FACT: BOTH
remedial instruction provided; SATISFACTORY
Speech Speech Auditory
Correctio n Reading Training
A. Is individual therapy provided?
Yes No Yes ^No Yes No
B. How long is each period (minutes)?
C. How many lessons a week?
D. Is grotip therapy provided?
Yes No Yes No Yes No
E. What is the average size of the group?
F. How long is a group period (minutes)?
G. How many times per week does the group meet?
XI. For hard of hearing cases, is instruction in the use of BOTH
the hearing aid, auditory training, speech correction, SATISFACTORY
voice improvement, and speech reading co-ordinated
as one? Yes No
If all phases of instruction mentioned above are not
co-ordinated, please underscore those that are,
XII. Is the training in speech improveiiient (voice and FACT; BOTH
diction) available in any of the following; SATISFACTORY
A, Elementary Schools
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a. In a separate speech lesson? Yes No
b. Correlated with other subjects?
Yes No.
2.
By the speech and/or hearing supervisor?
Yes No.
a* In a separate speech lesson? Yes No
b. Correlated with other subjects?
Yes No.
5. How many periods a week?
4. How long is each period (minutes)?
5. In what grades?
B. Secondary Schools and Colleges
1. In English classes? Yes No
2. If Yes
,
how much time per week (minutes)
is devoted to speech improvement?
3. Is a separate course in speech
improvement taTight?
4. If Yes , is the course required of
all students?
5. If the answer to Number .3 is




XIII. Are planned services available for the education of
parents of children with
A. Speech handicaps? Yes
_
No
B. Hearing handicaps? Yes
_
No
XIV. If the answer to XIII is Yes
,
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XV. Are fees charged for the services indicated?
Yes No
A, If fees are charged, are there any provisions for
hardship cases? Yes No
B. If you wish, please list the fee schedule below:
XVI. Is extra time allotted to the speech and/or hearing in-
structor to work with a^y of the following: classroom
teachers, parents, school nurse, medical doctor,
otologist, social agencies, severely handicapped
children? Yes No
A. If the answer is Yes
,
please underscore in Number
XVI with whom this time is spent.
B. How many ho\irs per week is allotted for this
work (hours)?
XVII. Are the diagnostic and/or referral services reported
in this survey available to all who may wish to
apply? Yes No
XVIII. If application for services should be made to an
individual other than the administrative officer
listed in Number please state his or her name:
Address
Telephone Number
XIX. Are plans being made to expand the services already
available in your institution for
Speech handicapped? Yes No
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XX* If the answer to Number XIX is Yes
*
please state
briefly your expansion plans:
XXI. Please fill in on the next page the appropriate infor- FACT: DOUBT
mation concerning the duties * degree(s ) * college(s) * WILLINGNESS
status of membership in the American Speech and Hearing AND ABILITY
Association * and college courses included in the train-




CERTAIN INFOK^IATION BLARING ON QUESTIONS ASKED IN THIS INQUIRY FORM
MAY BE CONTAINED IN PUBLICATIONS ISSUED BY YOUR INSTITUTION. IF
POSSIBLE, WILL YOU PLEASE SEND A COPY OF THIS LITERATURE IN
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Please fill in the appropriate information concerning each instructor of speech and/or
hearing handicapped. There are six mambers to represent six different instructors.
Do not write the names of the instructors. Check the duties, degree(s), college(s),
status of membersliip in the American Speech and Hearing Association, and courses
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were distributed. The inquiry form on page 15 shows how the criteria
were applied. It can be seen that the inquiry form contains a great
majority of items calling for facts which the respondents shoiold be
both willing and able to answer,
TABLE II
APPLICATION OF THE CRITERIA OF ABILITY AND WILLINGNESS OF
























Totals 22 3 1 26
Distribution of Returns by Types of Institutions , The stig-
gestion made by Good, et al,^ to summarize the data received from a
preliminary trial of an inq\iiry form before sending it out in q\ianti-
ty, is followed. Sixty inquiry forms were circulated in New England,
58 institutions responded, a return of 63,0 per cent. A return of
approximately two-thirds of the inquiry forms is believed to be
sufficient to furnish conclusions as to the consistency of the
V, Good, A, S. Barr, end D. E. Scates. The Methodology of
Educational Research , D, Appleton-Century Company, New York, 1936,
p. 341
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Returns were received from the number and types of insti^
tutions listed in Table III, Table IV lists the institutions by
name.
TABLE III




1, Boards of Education 2
2, Departments of Public Health 2
5, Hospitals 3
4, Post-secondary Schools 6
5, Private Schools 3
6, Private Speech Correctionists 1
7, Public School Departments 11
8, Public Service Agencies 1
9, Schools for the Deaf 2
10, Secondary Schools 3
11, Societies for the Hard of Hearing 2
12, Societies for the Physically Handicapped 2
Total 38
The fact that more returns were received from public
schools than from other types of institutions is to be expected in
that research points out that speech correction in the United States
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TABLE IV
INQUIRY FORM RETURNS BY NAMES OF INSTITUTIONS
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1. Aroostook State Normal School,
Presque Isle, Maine
2. Bath, Maine, School Department
3. Bennington College, Bennington, Vermont
4. Boston Guild for Hard of Hearing
5. Boston School for the Deaf, Randolph,
Massachusetts
6. Brattleboro, Vermont, Memorial Hospital
7. Bridgeport League for the Hard of
Hearing, Bridgeport, Connecticut
8. Brunswick, Maine, School Department
9. Burlington, Vermont, High School
10, City Board of Education, Hartford,
Connecticut
11, Crippled Children and Adults of Rhode
Island, Inc,, Providence
12, Danbury, Connecticut, High School
15, Division of Rehabilitation, Hartford,
Connecticut
14. Eastport, Maine, School Union #104
15. East Providence, Rhode Island, School
Department
16. Emma Pendleton Bradley Home, Riverside,
Rhode Island
17. Hearing Conservation, Sommerville,
Massachusetts
18. Holyoke, Massachusetts, School
Department
19. Maine Central Institute, Pittsfield,
Maine
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21. Manchester, Connecticut, School
Department
22. Massachusetts Department of Public
Health, Boston
2S. Mount Merci Academy, 7»'aterville, Maine
24. Mount St. Joseph Academy, Rutland,
Vermont
25. New Hampshire State Board of Education
Department of Health Services
26. Private Speech Correctionist, Provi-
dence, Rhode Island
27. Providence, Rhode Island, School
Department
28. Rumford, Maine, School Department
29. Saint Catherine’s School, Norwood,
Massachusetts
50. Saint Joseph College, West Hartford,
Connecticut
31. Torrington, Connecticut, High School
32. University of Vermont, Burlington
55. Vermont Association for the Crippled,
Rutland
34. Vermont Department of Health
35. 'Waltham, Massachusetts, School
Department
36. Waterbury, Connectic\it, School
Department
57. Wesleyan University, Middletown,
, Connecticut
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has been developed mainly in the public schools.^
Analysis of Answers for Reliability . After the inquiry
forms were returned, every item on each instrument was again sub-
jected to the criteria of the ability and willingness of the respond-
ents to answer the questions. Table V shows the results of the
application of these criteria by types of institutions. Table VI,
in the Appendix, shows the results of an analysis of answers sub-
jected to these criteria. From the results of some of the items,
it is apparent that in a limited number of cases respondents were
unable to answer certain questions. This is true for items V, XII A
and B, and XXI B, C, and D. It is believed that the inability of
respondents to answer these questions adequately, or at all, is due
partly to the fact that the questions are not skillfully put and
are therefore misleading. However, since these items were answered
satisfactorily by other respondents, there may be some other reason
for the lack of satisfactory responses. Items XXI B, C, D, and E,
requesting information about the educational background of the in-
structors of speech and hearing, went unanswered in some instances.
The instrxictors may have been unwilling to present facts which are
personal, although the waiver of signat-ure, preventing identifica-
tion, is presumed to encourage frankness and acciuracy.
^Wendell Johnson and Warren H. Gardner, "The Auditorily and
The Speech Handicapped", Review of Educational Research , Vol, XIV,
No. 3, June 1941, p. 243
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TABLE V
RESULTS, BY TYPES OF INSTITUTIONS, OF THE APPLICATION OF


































1, Boards of Education 35 12 0 1 8 0
2* Departments of Public Health 36 1 0 0 21 0
3. Hospitals 9 0 0 0 20 0
4, Post-secondary Schools 89 2 1 0 49 4
5. Private Speech Correctionists 14 0 5 0 7 3
6. Private Schools 37 0 0 0 20 1
7. Public School Departments 238 12 0 2 53 9
8, Public Service Agencies 11 0 0 0 18 0
9. Schools for the Deaf 32 2 2 0 22 0
10, Secondary Schools 48 3 1 0 35 0
11. Societies for Hard of Hearing 41 1 0 0 16 2
12. Societies for Physically 41 0 0 0 16 1
Handicapped
Totals 631 33 9 5 285 20
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The public school departments elicited by far the greatest
number of responses satisfactory on both counts, 238, or 75.8 per
cent of the total number of responses made by them.
To a large degree, the unequivocal nature of the items is
demonstrated l:y the great majority of items that elicited responses
satisfactory on both criteria. 631 responses, or 64.3 per cent of
the total number of responses proved to be satisfactory on both
counts. In 285 instances the items do not apply. It was explained
in the first chapter that a requisite of the instrument is that it
be versatile to the extent of gathering data from many types of in-
stitutions, Some institutions of one particular type have extensive
services, while others of the same type have limited services. The
very nature of the questions reveals that the reason mary institu-
tions did not answer certain questions is that their services are
limited.
In four instances letters accompanied the inquiry forms
stating that no services were available. In some cases individuals
expressed v/illingness to answer certain questions, but admitted
they could not do so since they were not familiar vuth all phases
of the speech and hearing program in their particular institutions.
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CHAPTER III
THE REFINEMENT OF THE INSTRUMENT
Revision of Items in the Instrument , An analysis of
answers received after a try-out of the inquiry form on institutions
similar to those that will be eventually involved in the survey,
brought to light the equivocal nature of some questions and the
faulty construction of others. Item V, requesting the number of
cases "per year" was confusing in one instance. The respondent did
not know whether it meant "per average year", or "per current year".
The question would be better read "per average year".
Item VII, requesting the respondents to "list the number
employed as full-time, part-time, or consultants", should read
"state the number employed..,".
In Item VIII, inquiring if any "speech and/or hearing
surveys have been conducted to determine the number of speech and
hearing handicapped", the words "speech and/or hearing" are re-
dundant.
In Item IX B and C, calling for the "total pop\ilation
surveyed", and the "date and location of the survey", one respondent
was confused because both speech and hearing s\arveys have been con-
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Item XII A3, soliciting ini'ormation on the number of
periods per week in which speech improvement is taught, caused dif-
ficulty in one case because no provision was made in the item for
the fact that the subject may be taioght by both the speech cor-
rectionist and the classroom teacher.
Item XII B, asking if speech improvement is available in
secondary schools in either English classes or in a special co\irse,
proved difficult for another respondent to answer because in his
institution training in speech improvement is given in a course in
Public Speaking rather than in either of the two courses indicated.
In Item XXI, several individuals failed to state the name
of the college and the degree obtained because, altho\igh this is
the information desired, the question is faulty and does not elicit
the proper information. In this same item, the schools for the
deaf had more instructors than six, which is the number provided for
in this item.
These defects in the construction of the instrument have
been rectified in the revised form which is included in the Appendix.
Suggestions Made by Respondents
.
One respondent suggested
that, for hard of hearing cases, an item be included concerning
otological examination, treatment and follov/-up. This proposal is
included in the revised form.
A second respondent suggested that two forms be sent to
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A third respondent enclosed a letter with his inquiry
form, offering three suggestions. First, that since surveys usually
precede a program of services, they should be encouraged, by sug-
gestion, by including a reference to future surveys in the inquiry
form. The second suggestion refers to Item IV, which asks if plans
are being made to set up a program of speech and hearing services.
The respondent feels that space should be allowed to "state briefly
the nature of these plans". The third suggestion is included in
the following statement which expresses his reactions to the form:
One effect of your questionnaire on me is that it
has disturbed me I It makes me realize how much should
be done that is not being done. For this reason alone,
I think it will accomplish some good in addition to pro-
viding a needed fund of information, I hope that one
important result of the survey will be a publication of
a listing of diagnostic services which are available to
scnools which cannot provide for their own program of
services. When this list is published, ,, please send me
one of your first copies
I
The last proposal, "to publish a listing of diagnostic
services", had been previously considered, and will materialize next
year if funds are available.
It is not the piirpose of this study to draw conclusions
as to whether or not the services for the speech and hearing handi-
capped, in the institutions from which returns were made, are ade-
q\xate or sadly in arrears. It is hoped, however, that tne inquiry
form will prove to be an incentive, as it is in the case cited above,
to more and better services for which there is always a need.
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CHAPTER IV
SUffiARY AND CONCLUSIONS
This study was described as an attempt to develop and
refine an instriament to be used in the fall of 1949 for the purpose
of compiling data on the existing services for the speech and hear-
ing handicapped in New England. The importauce of preparing a work-
able instrument has been discussed by reference to the lack of
existing data, the absence of similar research, the magnitude of the
problem, and the interest of the New England Speech Association and
others in securing this information.
The method of developing and refining the instrument was
described. The validity of the instrument was demonstrated by the
careful formulation of the items, its submission to experts for
advice and corrections, a try-out on disinterested persons, and an
experimental trial on a sampling of parallel institutions through-
out Nev/ England.
The reliability of the instrument was dem.onstrated by an
analysis of the items and an analysis of answers subjected to the
criteria of the ability and willingness of the resoondents to
answer the questions.
The defects in the construction of the instrument and the
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awaits its use by a group of Boston University students who have
agreed to conduct the survey in the fall of 1949
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Burlington, Vermont, letter to Dr. Wilbert L. Pronovost, March 17,
1949
MacDonald, Margaret, Supervisor, Census of Physically Handi-
capped Children, Massachusetts Department of Public Health, May 24,
1949
Mills, Alice, Director of Speech Clinic, Mount Holyoke College,
South Hadley, Massachusetts, letter to Dr, Wilbert L. Pronovost,
February 18, 1949
Streeter, Helen. Speech Consultant, Services for Crippled
Children, Maine Department of Health and Welfare, letter to Dr.
Wilbert L. Pronovost, March 15, 1949
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APPENDIX A: TENTATIVE FOK/i
NEW ENGLAND SPEECH ASSOCIATION
Survey of Services for the Speech and Hearing Handicapped.
(Tentative Questionnaire - Dr. Wilbert Pronovost - Boston University).
1, Name of school or agency reporting
Name of administrative officer
Title of administrative officer
Address
Telephone
2. Are remedial services provided for the
a, speech handicapped? Yes No
b, hard of hearing? Yes No
3. Are diagnostic and referral services provided for the
a. speech handicapped? Yes No
b. hard of hearing? Yes No
4, If the answer to 1 or 2 above is Yes, please indicate the
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Are services available for
a. group audiometric testing? Yes No
b. individual pure tone audiometric testing? Yes No
c. fitting of hearing aids? Yes No
d. lip reading instruction? Yes No
6. Please indicate the number employed as staff members or













7. Have any speech surveys been conducted to determine the
number of speech and hearing handicapped? Yes No
8. If the answer to Number 7 is Yes, please list the results of
the survey below.
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b. Total population STirveyed
c. Date and location of survey
d. By whom Vi^as the survey conducted
9.
Please list the training and experience of each speech








Number of years experience
Membership status in American
Speech and Hearing Association
10.
If services reported are available in more than one location,
please list the locations below.
11.
Please check the following information concerning the
remedial instruction provided:
a. Is individual therapy provided? Yes No
f.y
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b. How long is each period?
c. How mar^7 lessons per week?
d. Is group therapy provided? Yes No_
e. How many individuals in the group?
f. How long is each period?
g. How many meetings per week?
12. What services are available 'for the education of parents
of children with speech and hearing handicaps?
13. a. Are fees charged for the services indicated? Yes No
b. If fees are charged, are there any provisions
for hardship cases? Yes No
c. If you wish, please list the fee schedule below,
14. Is general speech training in voice and articulation
available in any of the following:
a. In elementary schools




Speech improvement conducted ty a
speech supervisor Yes_ No
III. If the answer to I or II is Yes ,
please indicate
A. How many periods per week are
devoted to speech improvement
B. How long is each period
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b. In secondary schools and colleges
I. Is speech improvement taught in
English classes
II. Is a separate course in speech improve-
ment (voice and diction) taught
III. If the answer to No. II is Yes
, is the
course required of all students
IV. If the answer to No. I is Yes , how much
time per week is devoted to speech
improvement
V. If the answer to No. II is Yes , how
many hoiars a week does the course meet
15. Are the remedial or diagnostic services reported in this
questionnaire available to all who may wish to apply?
Yes No
16, If application for services should be made to an individual
other than the administrative director listed in Question 1,
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MASTER SHEET OF RESULTS OF ANALYSIS OF ANST7ERS SUBJECTED TO



















Aroostook State Normal School 18,
Bath, Maine, School Department 19,
Bennington College, Vermont 20.
Boston Guild for Hard of 21.
Hearing
Boston School for Deaf 22.
Brattleboro, Vt., Memorial 23,
Hospital
Bridgeport League for Hard of 24.
Hearing 25.
Brionswick, Maine, School Dept. 26.
Burlington, Vt., High School
Board of Education, Hartford 27,
Crippled Children and Adults
of flhode Island, Inc. 28.
Danbury, Conn,, High School 29.
Div, of Rehabilitation, Hartford 30,
Eastport, Me,, School Dept.




Holyoke, Mass,, School Dept,
Maine School for the Deaf
Manchester, Conn, School Dept.
Mass, Dept, of Public Health
Mount Saint Joseph Academy,
Rutland, Vermont
N, H. State Board of Education
Private Speech Correctionist,
Providence, R. I.
Providence, R. I. School Dept,
Rumford, Me., School Dept.
Saint Catherines School,
Norwood, Mass.






Vermont Association for the
Crippled
Vermont Dept, of Health
Waltham, Mass., School Dept,
Waterbury, Conn., School Dept,
Wesleyan University, Middle-
town, Conn.
Nximbers I through XXI E represent items as they appear
in the inquiry form on pages 15 through 22.
Numbers 1 throiagh 34 represent individual institutions
as listed above.
_S is an answer satisfactory on both coimts,
A is an answer in which the ability of the respondent
to answer satisfactorily is doubted.
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W is an answer in which the willingness of the respondent
to answer satisfactorily is doubted.
^ is an answer in which both the ability and willingness
of the respondent to answer satisfactorily is doubted,
N is no answer because the item does not apply to the
specific situation,
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APPENDIX C: REVISED FORM
SURVEY OF SERVICES FOk THu SPEECH AND HEARING
HANDICAPPED IN NEW ENGLAND
I. General Information
Name of school or agency reporting
City or town State County_
Title of administrative officer_
Telephone number Date
II. Are diagnostic and referral services provided for the
A. Speech handicapped? Yes No_
B. Hearing handicapped? Yes No_
III. Are remedial services provided for the
A. Speech handicapped? Yes No_
B. Hearing handicapped? Yes No_
IV. Are plans being made to set up a program of services
for the speech and/or hearing han^capped? Yes No
(If the answer is Yes, please explain briefly the
nature of these plans)
V. If the answer to II or III is Yes, please indicate the
number of cases per average year in each of the follow-
ing categories;
Number Diagnosed Number Receiving
As Defective Remedial Training
Articulatory Disorders
Voice Disorders
‘* r ' ''-fi }’:
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A. Ntunber diagnosed as defective
B. Hmber referred to otologist
C. Number receiving speech correction
D. Nimiber receiving speech reading
E. Number receiving both
VI. Are services available for
A. Group audiometric test (phono-audiometer)?
B. Group pure tone audiometric testing?
C. Individual pure tone audiometric testing?
D. Fitting of hearing aids?
E. Speech reading instruction?
F. Auditory training?
VII. Please state the number employed as full-time or part-time
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VIII. Have any speech and/or hearing surveys been conducted in
your institution to determine the number of
A. Speech handicapped? Yes No
B. Hearing handicapped? Yes No
IX. If
of
the answer to VIII is Yes,
the sxarvey below:
please list the results
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B. Total population considered in
I. Speech survey
II, Hearing survey
C. Date and location of
I. Speech survey
II, Hearing survey
D. Title of person conducting
I, Speech survey
II, Hearing survey








A, Is individual therapy
provided? Yes No Yes No Yes No
B, How long is each
period (minutes)?
C, Hov/ many lessons a
week?
D, Is group therapy
provid ed? Yes No Yes No Yes No
E. What is the average
size of the group?
F How long is a group
period (minutes)?
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G. How nia^y times per week
does the group meet?
XI. For hard of hearing cases, is instruction in the use of
the hearing aid, auditory training, speech correction,
voice improvement, and speech reading co-ordinated as
one? Yes No_
If all phases of instruction mentioned above are not
co-ordinated, please unaerscore those that are.
XII. Is the training in speech improvement (voice and diction)
available in any of the following;
A. Elementary Schools
1. By the classroom teacher? Yes No_
a. In a separate speech lesson? Yes No_
b. Correlated with other subjects? Yes No_
2. By the speech and/or hearing supervisor? Yes No_
a. In a separate speech lesson? Yes No_
b. Correlated with other subjects? Yes No_
5. How many periods a week
a. By the speech supervisor?
b. By the classroom teacher?
4. How long is each period (minutes)
a. By the speech supervisor?
b. By the classroom teacher?
5. In w'hat grades?
B. Secondary Schools and Colleges
1. In English classes? Yes No_
In Public Speaking courses? Yes No_
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2. If Yes , how much time per week (minutes)
is devoted to speech improvement?
3. Is a separate course in speech improvement
taught? Yes No
4. Is speech improvement taught in a period
other than 1 or 3?
(Please specify)
Yes No
5. If Yes, is the course required of all
students? Yes No
6. If the answer to Number 3 is Yes, how many
hours per week does the course meet?
XIII. Are planned services available for the education
of parents of children with
A. Speech handicaps? Yes No
E. Hearing handicaps? Yes No
XIV. If the answer to XIII is Yes
,
state briefly the
nature of the services
No_
No
XVI. Is extra time allotted to the speech and/or hearing instructor
to work with any of the following: classroom teachers, parents,
school nurse, medical doctor, otologist, social agencies.




XV. Are fees charged for the services indicated? Yes_
A. If fees are charged, are there any provisions
for hardship cases? Yes
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A. If the answer is Yes
,
please underscore in XVI with
whom this time is spent.
B. How many hoiors per week is alloted for this v/ork?
XVII. Are the diagnostic and/or referral services reported in
this survey available to all who may wish to apply?
Yes No_
XVIII. If application for services should be made to an individual
other than the administrative officer listed in Nxjmber _I,




XIX. Are plans being made to expand the services already
available in your institution for the
A. Speech handicapped? Yes No_
B. Hearing handicapped? Yes No_
XX. If the answer to XIX is Yes
,
please state briefly jour
expansion plans:
XXI. Please fill in on the next page the appropriate information
concerning the duties , degree(s) , college(s) , status of member-
ship in the American Speech and Hea-ring Association , and
college courses included in the training of each instructor of
the speech and/or hearing handicapped.
CERTAIN IKFORi'.iATION BEARING ON QUESTIONS ASKED IN THIS INQUIRY
FORM MAY BE CONTAINED IN PUBLICATIONS ISSUED BY YOUR INSTITUTION.
IF POSSIBLE, WILL YOU PLEASE SEND A COPY OF THIS LITERATURE IN
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Please fill in the appropriate information joncerning each instructor of speech and/or
hearing handicapped. There are nine numbers to represent nine different
instructors. Do not write the names of the instructors. Check the duties , courses
included in college training, and status of membershiu in the American Speech and Hearing
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